The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) features close anatomical and functional relationships with the prefrontal cortex. However, the necessity of the PPC in executive functions has been questioned. The present study used the stop-signal task to examine response inhibition, an executive function that inhibits prepotent response tendency. The brain activity and resting-state functional connectivity were measured to analyze a parcellation-based network that was aimed at identifying a candidate PPC region essential for response inhibition in humans. The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was activated during response inhibition and connected with the inferior frontal cortex and the presupplementary motor area, the two frontal regions known to be necessary for response inhibition. Next, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to test the essential role of the IPS region for response inhibition. TMS over the IPS region prolonged the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), the standard behavioral index used to evaluate stopping performance, when stimulation was applied 30 -0 ms before stopping. On the contrary, stimulation over the temporoparietal junction region, an area activated during response inhibition but lacking connectivity with the two frontal regions, did not show changes in SSRT. These results indicate that the IPS identified using the parcellation-based network plays an essential role in executive functions.
Introduction
The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has been implicated in perceptual and cognitive functions such as spatial attention, sensorimotor transformation, memory retrieval, and perceptual decision-making that the PPC may play an essential role in executive functions. Indeed, numerous neuroimaging studies reported robust PPC activation during executive functions (Cools et al., 2002; Whelan et al., 2012) . Previous neuropsychological studies, however, reported negative results regarding involvement of the PPC in executive functions (Milner, 1963; Drewe, 1975; Stuss et al., 2000) . Thus, the necessity of the PPC in executive functions has been questioned.
Prior research used resting-state functional connectivity to uncover macroscopic networks at the whole-brain level that implement various cognitive functions (Crossley et al., 2013; Sporns, 2014; Margulies et al., 2016; Braga and Buckner, 2017) . Recent advances in resting-state functional connectivity analyses have parcellated the cerebral cortex into functional areas (Biswal et al., 2010; Mars et al., 2012; Hirose et al., 2013; Wig et al., 2014a; Eickhoff et al., 2015 Eickhoff et al., , 2016 Finn et al., 2015; Poldrack et al., 2015; Glasser et al., 2016) that can be further used to reconstruct networks for cognitive functions Glasser et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2017) . Moreover, the PPC was parcellated into six functional submodules, one of which was connected with the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) (Nelson et al., 2010) . We hypothesized that a parcellation-based network could be used to localize a candidate PPC region essential for executive functions, with essential PFC regions as seed regions. Reconstructing networks using parcellated areas can be more useful than that using brain activation, because activation can overlap with adjacent parcellated areas, especially on a low-probability boundary (Hirose et al., 2013) , which may result in the use of more heterogeneous regions to reconstruct networks.
In the present study, response inhibition (Aron et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2017) , one representative executive function, was investigated using a stop-signal task. Performance of the task is evaluated by stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), but not by accuracy, because the task is designed to maintain the same level of accuracy by changing task difficulty. Prolonged SSRT has been reported following lesions to the inferior frontal cortex (IFC) and presupplementary motor area (preSMA) (Aron et al., 2003; Floden and Stuss, 2006; Nachev et al., 2007) or following interference via transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Chambers et al., 2006; Verbruggen et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2012a; Watanabe et al., 2015) , indicating that the IFC and preSMA are essential to response inhibition. While a number of regions, including the anterior cingulate and insula, have been implicated in response inhibition by neuroimaging studies (Li et al., 2006; Aron et al., 2007; Jahfari et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2014; Erika-Florence et al., 2014) , the IFC and preSMA are the only regions confirmed to be essential. Therefore, the candidate essential area in the PPC was identified using the following criteria: the area is activated during response inhibition and connected with the IFC and preSMA (Fig. 1A, Step 1). We then tested the essentiality of the identified Figure 1 . An overview of the experimental design of the present study and the two datasets. A, The essential area in the PPC was identified using a parcellation-based network (Step 1). To test the essential role of the identified PPC region, TMS was applied to the region during performance of the stop-signal task ( Step 2). B, A target PPC region was first identified in 14 subjects (Dataset 1-fMRI). The essentiality of PPC regions was then tested in 12 subjects (Dataset 1-TMS). The TMS results were confirmed in 10 new subjects (Dataset 2-TMS).
PPC area by delivering transient stimulation to the PPC area during the task using TMS, which is capable of identifying the critical timing of neural processing (Desrochers et al., 2015; Rose et al., 2016) (Fig. 1A, Step 2).
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Fourteen right-handed subjects (7 men and 7 women; mean Ϯ SD age, 28.1 Ϯ 9.9 years; age range, 20 -47 years) participated in the fMRI and TMS experiments. Ten new subjects (5 men and 5 women; mean Ϯ SD age, 21.4 Ϯ 0.7 years; age range, 20 -22 years) were further recruited to replicate TMS results. Written informed consent was obtained from all of the subjects according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Juntendo University School of Medicine. Data and materials are available at Dryad; https:// datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad. fk01r01, except for raw image data because sharing raw image data was not included in the informed consent.
Experimental design. The present study consisted of the following two steps ( Fig. 1A) : using a parcellation-based network to generate a candidate PPC region essential for response inhibition (Step 1) and testing the candidate region using TMS (Step 2). In Step 1, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans were conducted during the performance of a stop-signal task and during a resting state in the 14 subjects (Dataset 1-fMRI) (Fig. 1B) . The candidate PPC region was successfully identified in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) region in 12 of the 14 subjects. In Step 2, the PPC regions were stimulated during the performance of the stop-signal task outside the MRI scanner. To discern the critical timing of stimulation within the SSRT, six time windows of 30 ms were investigated for the IPS region in the 12 subjects (Dataset 1-TMS). To confirm the reproducibility of the TMS results, 10 new subjects were further recruited (Dataset 2-TMS). No subjects overlapped in the two datasets. As a control, the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) region was investigated in 22 subjects.
MRI procedures. Image data were acquired using a 3-T MRI scanner and a 64-channel RF head coil (Prisma, Siemens). T1-weighted structural images were obtained for anatomical reference (resolution, 0.8 ϫ 0.8 ϫ 0.8 mm 3 ). Functional images were obtained using multiband gradient-echo echoplanar sequences (Feinberg et al., 2010) (TR, 1.0 s; TE, 30 ms; flip angle, 62°; FOV, 192 ϫ 192 mm 2 ; matrix size, 96 ϫ 96; 78 contiguous slices; voxel size, 2.0 ϫ 2.0 ϫ 2.0 mm 3 ; multiband factor, 6; phase encode direction, posterior to anterior). In the task scan, one run consisted of 330 volumes, and 10 runs were administered. In the resting-state scan, one run consisted of 360 volumes, and 10 runs were administered. Before each run, one functional image was acquired with the opposite phase-encode direction for subsequent topup distortion correction (Andersson et al., 2003) .
Behavioral procedures. Subjects performed a stop-signal task (Logan and Cowan, 1984 ; Figure 2 . The stop-signal task and its activated areas. A, The stop-signal task. In Go trials, subjects were instructed to make the left or rightbuttonpress,asindicatedbythearrow.InStoptrials,theleft/rightarrowwaschangedtoanup-pointingarrow,andthesubjectswere requiredtowithholdtheirmanualresponse.RT,Reactiontime.B,Group-levelvoxelwisestatisticalmapsofbrainactivationduringresponse inhibition (Stop success vs Go success) in transverse slices. The color scale reflects statistical significance as indicated by the color bar on the right. The "Z" below the statistical maps indicates the z-coordinate in MNI space. L, Left; R, right. C, The same maps shown in coronal slices. The "Y" below the statistical maps indicates the y-coordinate in MNI space. D, The same maps shown in an inflated surface. E, ROI analyses ofcorrelationbetweenSSRTandbrainactivityduringresponseinhibition.*pϽ0.05.F,ScatterplotofcorrelationbetweenSSRTandbrain activity during response inhibition in the IFC. One dot represents data from one subject. Aron et al., 2003; Jimura et al., 2014; Yamasaki et al., 2018) inside the scanner ( Fig. 2A ). The task comprised Go trials and Stop trials. At the beginning of a trial, a circle was presented for 500 ms at the center of the screen as a warning. In Go trials, a left-or right-pointing arrow (Go signal) was presented inside the circle, and the subjects were instructed to press a button indicating the corresponding direction with their right thumb. In Stop trials, after a stop-signal delay (SSD), the arrow was changed to an up-pointing arrow, and the subjects were required to withhold a manual response. The SSD was updated with each Stop trial based on a tracking procedure with increments or decrements of 50 ms for fMRI scans, allowing us to maintain the accuracy of Stop trials at ϳ50% (Band et al., 2003) . For TMS experiments that required a finer time resolution, the SSD was updated with increments or decrements of 25 ms. The intertrial interval varied from 0.5 to 4 s (mean, 1 s) for fMRI scans and from 2.5 to 3.5 s (mean, 3 s) for TMS experiments. To evaluate the efficiency of the response inhibition, this study estimated the SSRT as a behavioral index for efficient response inhibition for each subject based on an integration method (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen et al., 2013) . Subjects with shorter SSRTs can be considered to be more efficient at response inhibition (Logan and Cowan, 1984) . Before test runs, two practice runs were performed in each daily session. Image and statistical analysis. For the task data, functional images were preprocessed using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The images were corrected for slice timing (reference, bottom slice), realigned to the first volume, and topup distortion corrected (Andersson et al., 2003) . For topup distortion correction, the susceptibility-induced off-resonance field was estimated using the images with distortions oriented in opposite directions by using FSL (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki). Events of interest (Go success and Stop success), together with nuisance events (Go fail and Stop fail), were coded at the onset of the Go signal of each trial, and were modeled as transient events convolved with canonical hemodynamic response function in a general linear model (GLM) implemented in SPM8. Six parameters of head motion derived from realignment were also included in the model as covariates of no interest. Time series were high-pass filtered (cutoff, 64 s). A single-level analysis was performed to estimate signal magnitudes, and the magnitude images were contrasted between Stop success and Go success trials.
For the resting-state data, functional images were corrected for slice timing, realigned, and topup distortion corrected in a similar manner as the task data. Temporal filters (0.009 Hz Ͻ f Ͻ 0.08 Hz) were applied to the images using in-house-written Matlab scripts. A GLM implemented in SPM8 was used to regress out nuisance signals that correlated with head motion, whole-brain global signal, averaged ventricular signal and averaged white matter signal. We evaluated the amount of head motion by using framewise displacement (FD) (Power et al., 2012) , a measurement of instantaneous head motion that can be calculated as a locational difference between two successive volumes Gordon et al., 2017) . Frames with FD Ͼ 0.25 mm were censored, as well as uncensored segments of data lasting less than five contiguous volumes; all such data were excluded from the subsequent parcellation analysis. The included images were 76.7 Ϯ 27.9% (mean Ϯ SD) of the total acquired images, and the resultant FD was 0.124 Ϯ 0.015 mm (mean Ϯ SD).
The parcellation analyses based on boundary mapping (Margulies et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 2008; Biswal et al., 2010; Hirose et al., 2012 Hirose et al., , 2013 Hirose et al., , 2016 Wig et al., 2014b; Laumann et al., 2015; Poldrack et al., 2015; Glasser et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2016 Gordon et al., , 2017 Osada et al., 2017; Ogawa et al., 2018) were applied to the cerebral cortical surface using the preprocessed resting-state data. A fiducial surface image was generated from the middle of the gray matter identified within a functional image for each subject using Caret software (brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:About). Each vertex in the fiducial surface in the cerebral cortex of each subject was used as a seed to calculate its correlations with all the vertices. Similarity of the spatial patterns of the correlation maps was then evaluated using correlation coefficients, and similarity maps were generated. Spatial gradients of the similarity maps were computed for each seed vertex. A two-dimensional watershed algorithm was applied to the gradient maps, and the binary watershed maps were averaged across seed vertices after spatial smoothing (FWHM, 6 mm) to generate a boundary probability map. The watershed algorithm was again applied to the boundary probability map to delineate parcellated regions for each subject. The vertex with minimal boundary probability in the parcellated region was defined as its center.
The activated parcels were selected on the basis of brain activation during response inhibition of the whole of the parcellated regions calculated above from the vertex-wise functional connectivity. The activated parcels were then used to reconstruct a functional network for response inhibition on the basis of parcel-wise functional connectivity. The regions of interest (ROIs) were defined as the voxels in the parcellated areas within a 5 mm radius around the centers to calculate both the task activation and the functional connectivity at the level of the parcellated regions. The GLM implemented in SPM8 was used, and the contrast of Stop-success versus Go-success was calculated in each ROI for task activation. The time-series data of the preprocessed resting-state data were averaged in the ROIs, and the temporal correlations among the regions were calculated as functional connectivity. The IFC and the preSMA regions were defined for each subject as the regions that featured the maximal statistical significance of task activation and significant connectivity with each other (Aron et al., 2007; Neubert et al., 2010) . The target region in the PPC was identified using the following criteria: (1) the region was activated during response inhibition (t Ͼ 2.0); (2) the region was functionally connected with the IFC (z Ͼ 3.0); and (3) the region was functionally connected with the preSMA (z Ͼ 3.0). A probability map of the location of positive centers in each of the 12 subjects was calculated, and the map showed that such PPC regions existed most consistently around the IPS. To assure that the target region was selected from the IPS, the region nearest to the peak of the group-level activation in the IPS was identified when multiple positive regions existed in the PPC. Since the selected IPS region in each subject did not always exist at the group-level activation peak, the individual-level analysis identified the target IPS region more precisely than the group-level analysis. The group-level significance of brain activation was estimated in a one-sample t test, treating subjects as a random effect, after spatially normalized to a standard MNI template with interpolation to a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 mm space using DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007) , followed by spatial smoothing with a 6 mm kernel. As a control region in the PPC, the TPJ region was identified for each subject that was nearest to the peak of the group-level activation. The centers of the selected parcellated regions in the IPS and the TPJ for each subject were later stimulated by TMS to test its necessity in response inhibition.
TMS procedures. TMS was administered to examine the impact of brain stimulation (Pascual-Leone et al., 2000; Volman et al., 2011; Lee and D'Esposito, 2012; Rossini et al., 2015; Miyashita, 2016; Rahnev et al., 2016) over the PPC regions on behavioral performance. Using a handheld figure-of-eight coil (7 cm diameter; Magstim), single-pulse TMS experiments were conducted to determine the resting motor threshold (RMT) for the right first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle. Motorevoked potentials were recorded from the right FDI muscle using Ag/ AgCl sheet electrodes placed over the muscle belly (active) and the metacarpophalangeal joint of the index finger (reference). The signals were sent to an amplifier through filters set at 150 Hz to 3 kHz. The RMT was defined as the lowest intensity that evoked a small response (Ͼ50 V) in Ͼ5 of 10 consecutive trials when the subjects relaxed (Hanajima et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2014 Watanabe et al., , 2015 . The stimulation intensity to the PPC regions was set at 120% RMT, with correction based on the coil- Behavioral data for the stop-signal task under fMRI scanning (mean Ϯ SD).
cortex distance (Stokes et al., 2005; Cai et al., 2012b) . For some subjects, the stimulation intensity was further adjusted to accommodate comfort. The mean (ϮSD) stimulation intensity was 57.0% (Ϯ4.5%) of maximum stimulator output. An on-line navigator assured that stimulation was targeted to the IPS or the TPJ regions. T1-weighted images were registered to subjects' heads in space using a tracking device and navigator software (TMS Navigator-SW, Localite). The position and orientation of the coil were also registered to the subjects' heads in space, and were monitored and recorded in real time. In Dataset 1-TMS, the stimulation targets were determined for each individual subject as the centers of the identified IPS and TPJ regions nearest to the group brain activation peaks. In Dataset 2-TMS, due to the small individual difference in the location of the target regions in Dataset 1-TMS relative to the spatial resolution of TMS (see Results), the stimulation targets were determined as the group brain activation peaks themselves, commonly in the new subjects.
Single-pulse stimulation was delivered to the PPC regions in one-half of Go and Stop trials (Stim trials), with No-stim trials intermixed within a run that contained 80 Go trials and 40 Stop trials. The order of Stim and No-stim trials were counterbalanced within runs such that Stim/No-stim trials were followed by Stim and No-stim trials with almost equal probability. To explore the critical timing of stimulation within the SSRT, each of six time windows of 30 ms (Ϫ180 to Ϫ150 ms; Ϫ150 to Ϫ120 ms; Ϫ120 to Ϫ90 ms; Ϫ90 to Ϫ60 ms; Ϫ60 to Ϫ30 ms; and Ϫ30 to 0 ms, when the end of the SSRT for No-stim trials is defined as zero) was investigated for the IPS region in each run. The SSRT was calculated every run for both Stim and No-stim trials, and the stimulation timing was pseudorandomly updated every run based on the SSRT in No-stim trials of the last run (for the first test run, the SSRT in the last practice run was referred). Which time window was covered by each run was therefore determined only after the run was completed. Because of this, the order of stimulated time windows, which was counterbalanced across subjects, cannot be completely as planned. Runs were excluded from analysis when stimulation occurred outside the six time windows due to fluctuations of the SSRT. Runs were also excluded from analyses when runs did not satisfy the assumption of the race model (Go reaction time Ͼ Stop failure reaction time). TMS sessions were limited to five runs per day, and the sessions continued until one run was collected for each of the six time windows. As a control, the six time windows were investigated for the TPJ region, and one run was collected for each of the six time windows.
Results

Identification of a candidate essential PPC area using parcellation-based network
In Step 1, fMRI was administered to the subjects during the performance of a stopsignal task ( Fig. 2A) and during a resting state. In the task, the subjects made few errors in Go trials, and the mean Ϯ SD SSRT was 205.0 Ϯ 27.7 ms on average (Table 1) . Voxelwise brain activation during response inhibition (Stop success Ϫ Go success) at the group level is shown in transverse slices (Fig. 2B ) and coronal slices (Fig. 2C) , as well as in the inflated brain (Fig. 2D) . Brain activation was observed in the IFC, the preSMA, the IPS, and the TPJ in the right hemisphere. The correlation of the brain activation with the SSRT was significant in the IFC (r ϭ Ϫ0.61, p ϭ 0.02), as reported previously (Aron et al., 2007; Yamasaki et al., 2018) , but not in the preSMA (r ϭ Ϫ0.14, p ϭ 0.63), IPS (r ϭ 0.01, p ϭ 0.96), or TPJ (r ϭ Ϫ0.12, p ϭ 0.68) ( Fig. 2E,F) . The resting-state data were used for areal parcellation for each subject (Fig. 3A ). There were 1291.1 Ϯ 120.0 (mean Ϯ SD) regions delineated in the whole cerebral cortex. The brain activation during response inhibition was calculated further for each parcellated area (Fig. 3B ). The activation observed at the group level was consistently observed at the single-subject level (Table  2) due to an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio in the parcellationbased analysis. The average MNI coordinates of the centers in the IFC and preSMA regions were (49, 11, 26) and (9, 14, 59) , respectively. The IFC appears close to the precentral gyrus, and lies between the inferior frontal gyrus and the inferior frontal junction, and it is suitable to label the region as the inferior frontal "cortex." The resting-state functional connectivity was also calculated for each parcellated area when the seed regions were placed in the IFC and the preSMA regions. Multiple regions in the PPC were connected with the IFC and the preSMA (Fig.  3C, Fig. 3-1 , available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.2244-18.2019.f3-1).
To identify, among these PPC regions, the one region that may play an essential role in response inhibition, exploratory search was conducted to detect a region that is (1) activated during response inhibition, (2) connected with the IFC, and (3) connected with the preSMA. A conjunction map (Fig. 4A) was generated for each subject from a combination of the activation and connectivity maps shown in Figure 3B and C. A region detected in the IPS consistently satisfied the criteria in 12 of the 14 subjects examined. The probability of the locations of the 12 detected regions is presented in Figure 4B , and these regions were located within 20 mm of the group-level activation peak (Fig.  4C ). As the control that lacks the connectivity with the two PFC regions, the TPJ region was additionally identified to be activated but not connected with the IFC or the preSMA. Figure 4D and E show the magnitude of activation in the IPS and TPJ, and the connectivity between the IPS/TPJ and the IFC/preSMA, respectively. The connectivity of the IPS with the IFC and the preSMA was significant (IFC, t (11) ϭ 5.2, p ϭ 3.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ; preSMA, t (11) ϭ 4.7, p ϭ 7.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , t test), while that with the TPJ was not (IFC, t (11) ϭ 1.4, p ϭ 0.20; preSMA, t (11) ϭ 1.3, p ϭ 0.21, t test). Comparison of the identified IPS region to the PPC submodules previously reported in the study by Nelson et al. (2010) revealed that the IPS region (mean MNI coordinates: 42, Ϫ47, 51) corresponded to the right IPS (RIPS)/dlPFC submodule (Fig. 4F ) .
To test other types of connectivity than the resting-state functional connectivity for reconstructing a parcellation-based net-work, psychophysiological interaction (PPI) was calculated. When the seed was placed in the IFC and preSMA regions, significant PPI (Stop success Ͼ Go) with significant brain activation was observed around the IPS in 1 and 2 subjects, respectively, of the 14 subjects. No subjects had a significant IPS region when the two PPIs were combined. Thus, the PPI was naturally less sensitive than the functional connectivity to the single-subject analysis of the present study.
Interventional testing of necessity for response inhibition using TMS
In Step 2, single-pulse TMS was targeted to the center of the identified regions in each subject during the performance of the stop-signal task. The regions were stimulated in a half of the Go and Stop trials, and trials that featured stimulation (Stim) and those that did not (No-stim) were intermixed within runs (Fig.  5) . In Dataset 1-TMS, we tested the IPS and TPJ regions in each of the six time windows in the 12 subjects. In Dataset 2-TMS, we further confirmed the essentiality in new 10 subjects (Fig. 1B) . The results of the IPS region in Dataset 1-TMS indicate that response inhibition behavior was impaired; Stim trials featured a prolonged SSRT relative to No-stim trials at the time window of Ϫ30 to 0 ms (mean difference, 26.3 ms; t (11) ϭ 6.7; p ϭ 3.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ; p ϭ 2.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 after sixfold Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, paired t test) but not at the other time windows (from early to late: t (11) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.83; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.60; t (11) ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.36; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.28; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.31, paired t test) (Fig. 6A ). In the TPJ region, no significant changes were observed in any of the six time windows (from early to late: t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.60; t (11) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.83; t (11) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.10; t (11) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.5, p ϭ 0.16; t (11) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.73, paired t test; Fig. 6B ). No significant changes were observed in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.38; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.88; t (11) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.09; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.7, p ϭ 0.51; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.88; t (11) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ 0.30, paired t test) , the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (11) ϭ 1.6, p ϭ 0.14; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.7, p ϭ 0.50; t (11) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.78; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.0, p ϭ 0.34; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.32; t (11) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.50, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.62; t (11) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.10; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.41; t (11) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.86; t (11) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.73; t (11) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0, paired t test) in the IPS, or in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.84; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.1, p ϭ 0.93; t (11) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.88; t (11) ϭ 0.8, p ϭ 0.43; t (11) ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.59; t (11) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.79, paired t test), the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (11) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ 0.64; t (11) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.39; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.6, p ϭ 0.57; t (11) ϭ Ϫ2.1, p ϭ 0.06; t (11) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.2, p ϭ 0.26; t (11) ϭ 1.6, p ϭ 0.14; t (11) ϭ Ϫ1.0, p ϭ 0.32; t (11) ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.59; t (11) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.83; t (11) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.50, paired t test) in the TPJ region (Fig.  6C,D) . In Dataset 2-TMS, a prolonged SSRT was reproducibly observed in the IPS region at the time window of Ϫ30 to 0 ms (mean difference, 23.8 ms; t (9) ϭ 6.3; p ϭ 1.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ; p ϭ 8.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 after sixfold Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, paired t test), but not at the other time windows (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.73; t (9) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.53; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.2, p ϭ 0.27; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.65; t (9) ϭ 1.4, p ϭ 0.19, paired t test) (Fig. 7A ). In the TPJ region, no significant changes were observed in any of the six time windows (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ 0.62; t (9) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.51; t (9) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ 0.63; t (9) ϭ 1.2, p ϭ 0.25; t (9) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.51; t (9) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.88, paired t test; Fig. 7B ). No significant changes were observed in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.29; t (9) ϭ Ϫ2.2, p ϭ 0.06; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.32; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.7, p ϭ 0.12; t (9) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 0.97; t (9) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.10, paired t test), the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.78; t (9) ϭ 1.5, p ϭ 0.17; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.8, p ϭ 0.46; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.6, p ϭ 0.14; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.0, p ϭ 0.34; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.39, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.41; t (9) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.74; t (9) ϭ 2.1, p ϭ 0.07; t (9) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.81; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.6, p ϭ 0.59; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.9, p ϭ 0.09, paired t test) in the IPS, or in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ 0.61; t (9) ϭ Ϫ2.2, p ϭ 0.06; t (9) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.87; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.4, p ϭ 0.72; t (9) ϭ 1.1, Figure 4 . IPS region in the response inhibition network. A, Parcellated areas that were conjunctively positive in brain activation (Fig. 3B) , connectivity with the IFC (Fig. 3C, top) , and connectivity with the preSMA (Fig. 3C, bottom) . RSFC, Resting-state functional connectivity. B, A group-level probability map of locations of positive regions that were activated during response inhibition and connected with the IFC and preSMA. C, A map of target IPS regions in 12 individual subjects. There are therefore 12 points in the 4 map, but some of them are overlapped. D, The magnitude of brain activation during response inhibition in the IPS and TPJ. Error bars indicate the SEMs of subjects. ***p Ͻ 0.005, t test. E, The connectivity between the IPS/TPJ and the IFC/preSMA. F, The PPC modules (left) and submodules (right) reported in the study by Nelson et al. (2010) are shown. Spheres in the brain surface represent ROIs in the study by Nelson et al. (2010) . Different colors in the spheres indicate different modules/submodules. A red cross represents the center of the group probabilistic map in B. The identified IPS region in the present study corresponded to the IPS module, and also to the RIPS/dlPFC submodule. SPL, superior parietal lobule; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; FEF, frontal eye field; sFG, superior frontal gyrus; a, anterior, p, posterior; m, medial. p ϭ 0.31; t (9) ϭ 2.2, p ϭ 0.06, paired t test), the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.76; t (9) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.10; t (9) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.78; t (9) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0; t (9) ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.34; t (9) ϭ Ϫ1.5, p ϭ 0.17, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (9) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.76; t (9) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.85; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.40; t (9) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.66; t (9) ϭ 1.8, p ϭ 0.11; t (9) ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.54, paired t test) in the TPJ region (Fig. 7C,D) .
Due to similar results in the two datasets, the combined 22 subjects were examined. A prolonged SSRT was reproducibly observed in the IPS region at the time window of Ϫ30 to 0 ms (mean difference: 25.2 ms; t (21) ϭ 9.3, p ϭ 6.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 ; p ϭ 3.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 after sixfold Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, paired t test), but not at the other time windows (from early to late: t (21) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.68; t (21) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 0.98; t (21) ϭ 0.1, p ϭ 0.95; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.1, p ϭ 0.31; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.89, paired t test). In the TPJ region, no significant changes were observed in any of the six time windows (from early to late: t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.1, p ϭ 0.94; t (21) ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.56; t (21) ϭ 1.5, p ϭ 0.14; t (21) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.50; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.36; t (21) ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.70, paired t test). No significant changes were observed in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.5, p ϭ 0.15; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.2, p ϭ 0.25; t (21) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.79; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.7, p ϭ 0.11; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.1, p ϭ 0.93; t (21) ϭ 2.1, p ϭ 0.06, paired t test), the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (21) ϭ 1.3, p ϭ 0.21; t (21) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.63; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.9, p ϭ 0.07; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.2, p ϭ 0.23; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.2, p ϭ 0.83, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.0, p ϭ 0.34; t (21) ϭ 1.5, p ϭ 0.16; t (21) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.82; t (21) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.77; t (21) ϭ 0.0, p ϭ 1.0; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.3, p ϭ 0.22, paired t test) in the IPS, or in the Go reaction time (from early to late: t (21) ϭ 0.1, p ϭ 0.92; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.8, p ϭ 0.44; t (21) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.81; t (21) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.77; t (21) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ 0.27; t (21) ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.35, paired t test), the Go correct response rate (from early to late: t (21) ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.56; t (21) ϭ 1.3, p ϭ 0.21; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.4, p ϭ 0.68; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.60; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.4, p ϭ 0.18; t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.9, p ϭ 0.38, paired t test), or the Stop response rate (from early to late: t (21) ϭ Ϫ0.5, p ϭ 0.63; t (21) ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.32; t (21) ϭ Ϫ1.4, p ϭ 0.18; t (21) ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 0.81; t (21) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ 0.62; t (21) ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.35, paired t test) in the TPJ region. Three-way ANOVA was also conducted, with regions (IPS/TPJ), stimulation (Stim/ No-stim), and time windows as factors. Significant interactions (stimulation ϫ time windows, region ϫ stimulation ϫ time windows) were detected (F (5,105) ϭ 2.8, p ϭ 0.02; F (5,105) ϭ 2.7, p ϭ 0.02, respectively), with no significant main effect (region: F (1,105) ϭ 1.5, p ϭ 0.24; stimulation: F (1,105) ϭ 3.0, p ϭ 0.10; time windows: F (5,105) ϭ 0.9, p ϭ 0.46). Post hoc analyses indicated that the region-by-stimulation interaction at the critical time window was significant (F (1,126) ϭ 11.1, p ϭ 0.001).
The assumptions of the independent race model in the stopsignal task were verified in the following three ways: (1) the probability of responding given a stop signal increases as a function of stop-signal delay; (2) response times on signal-respond trials are shorter than on Go trials; and (3) response times on signal-respond trials increase as a function of the stop-signal delay (Zandbelt and Vink, 2010; Smittenaar et al., 2013; Bloemendaal et al., 2016) . As shown in Fig. 7-1 , available at https://doi.org/10.1523/ JNEUROSCI. 2244 -18.2019 .f7-1, and Fig. 7-2, available at https:// doi.org/10.1523 /JNEUROSCI.2244 -18.2019 .f7-2, the group behavioral results confirmed that the three assumptions were fulfilled in the six time windows in the IPS and TPJ in the Stim and No-stim trials. We tested whether there is a more significant TMS effect in the IPS at the time window of Ϫ30 to 0 ms on trials with early stop signals than those with late stop signals. As indicated in Fig. 7 -2, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI. 2244-18.2019 .f7-2, the slope of the average stopping performance looks similar in the Stim and No-stim conditions, and the effect size (Stim vs No-stim) was not significantly different between early-half and late-half trials (t (21) ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.77, paired t test).
Discussion
The PPC is known to implement various perceptual and cognitive functions (Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Wagner et al., 2005; Rushworth and Taylor, 2006; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Andersen and Cui, 2009; Bisley and Goldberg, 2010) . Although neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies have also reported activity of the PPC during executive functions (Garavan et al., 1999; Chikazoe et al., 2009; Whelan et al., 2012; Barch et al., 2013; Ester et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016) , the PPC has rarely been highlighted as essential to response inhibition. By analyzing a parcellation-based network and tracking the connectivity back from the frontal regions necessary in response inhibition to the PPC, the present study identified the IPS as a region in the PPC essential to response inhibition. Stimulation over the IPS region disrupted performance in the stop-signal task, while stimulation over the TPJ, which was activated during response inhibition but was not connected to the frontal regions, did not. These results suggest that the PPC plays an essential role in executive functions, and that parcellation-based networks can be used to predict essential regions yet unknown.
The present study demonstrated the necessity of the PPC for response inhibition by identifying the specific IPS region based on a parcellation-based network. A previous TMS study of response inhibition (Chambers et al., 2006) used repetitive TMS to the angular gyrus (AG; MNI coordinates: 53, Ϫ60, 50) located in AG/mPFC submodule in Nelson et al. (2010) , and reported neg-ative TMS results. It is speculated that different results stem from different stimulation sites and different stimulation protocols. We also reported the negative results in the TPJ region using the on-line single-pulse stimulation. It seems important to track connectivity back from essential regions in extending the parcellation-based network (Buckner et al., 2009; Crossley et al., 2013; Sporns, 2014; Fornito et al., 2015) . The TPJ may implement other cognitive processes that do not contribute to response inhibition. Further extension of the parcellation-based network that includes the IPS region may reveal as of yet unknown regions essential to response inhibition. It is to be noted, however, that further investigation is required to elucidate how generally the parcellation-based network can predict functionally related regions.
Previous studies have revealed 150 -300 parcellated areas in the cerebral cortex at the group level, and the number increased to ϳ600 at the single-subject level (Van Essen et al., 2012; Laumann et al., 2015; Glasser et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2016 Gordon et al., , 2017 . On the other hand, the present study generated ϳ1200 areas in the whole cerebral cortex. It is to be noted that we applied the same parameters for boundary mapping, including the smoothing kernel size and watershed threshold, that were used in these previous studies. One important difference would be the greater number of vertices on the cortical surface that were implemented in Caret software. Interestingly, several parcellated areas were detected continuously in the IPS at a single-subject level (Fig. 4A) . Moreover, the spatial extent of the detected IPS regions in the 12 subjects (Fig. 4C ) is comparable to that in the RIPS/dlPFC submodule in the study by Nelson et al. (2010) , where the PPC was parcellated into six submodules, and the dorsal-anterior cluster in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL; Zhang and Li, 2014) . These observations suggest that several parcellated areas in the IPS tend to be activated cooperatively during various cognitive functions. At the same time, since boundary mapping detects differences in connectivity profiles of the parcellated areas, future studies may reveal functional areal organization within the submodules (Glasser et al., 2016) . Although it attained finer spatial accuracy than was required in the present study, the parcellation-based analysis may be critical in other experimental designs.
Differential results were observed in the brain-behavior correlation during response inhibition in the IFC and IPS: significant correlation between the brain activity and the SSRT was detected in the IFC, but not in the IPS (Fig. 2E) . The results indicate that there are regions that are not correlated with the SSRT but are essential for response inhibition. The differential results also suggest that the IFC plays a more central role in response inhibition. The more central role of the IFC is also consistent with the differential lesion effects in the IFC and IPS, as follows: performance is impaired by both temporary (Chambers et al., 2006; Verbruggen et al., 2010) and permanent (Aron et al., 2003) lesions to the IFC, while performance is impaired by transient (Figs. 6, 7) , but not permanent (Drewe, 1975) , lesions to the IPS. A recent study using the effective connectivity analysis suggested that during response inhibition, the IFC modulates an excitatory influence of the preSMA on the subthalamic nucleus (STN), thereby amplifying the downstream polysynaptic inhibition from the STN to the primary motor cortex (Rae et al., 2015) . One possibility would be that the connection from the IPS to the STN (Temel et al., 2005; Lambert et al., 2012) is compensated by the connection from the preSMA to the STN (Duann et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2012) when the IPS is permanently lesioned.
The critical time window for the TMS over the IPS was 0 -30 ms before the end of the SSRT. The critical timing in the IPS near the end of the SSRT indicates that response inhibition is rapidly processed from the cerebral cortex, just before the withholding of a response. This interpretation further suggests that the IPS region may contribute to evidence accumulation during decisionmaking (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) , which might be processed for stopping throughout the SSRT. This critical time window resembles those from electrophysiological recording and stimulation at the IFC in humans (Swann et al., 2009; Wessel et al., 2013) . Electrophysiological data revealed increased beta power ϳ0 to 50 ms before the end of the SSRT, and the electrical stimulation to the IFC at the time window caused prolonged SSRT. The similarity in time windows raises the possibility that processes in the IFC and IPS run parallel for response inhibition. An alternative possibility is that the IFC originates inhibitory processes that control downstream processes in the IPS (Morishima et al., 2009) . Finer time resolution would be required to uncover the precise interaction between the IFC and the IPS. At the same time, a more complete network for response inhibition might be revealed by further extension of the parcellation-based network that includes the IPS.
